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(:07).  Keshe has an everlasting battery, and shown the correctness of technology. Why 

are producing all these things? Darkness in soul of man, want to light up man's 

physicality. If no physicality then soul works on different level. We go back to our tribal 

roots to share everything. The weakest child is still needed in family. (:14).  The Health 

Pads relieve pain. (:20).  Presentation.  (:28).  Presentation of Nano coated wires to 

relieve pain, and how to make it, 2 inch wire, and plastic cover for wire, make pointed 

end and bend back the other end, bead is to cover the sharp pointed end, test it on your 

palm and feel energy field. Set the mind of patient so he wants to be healed, and use the 

Acupuncture points to treat. Hold wire until patient feels, 30 seconds. In males left hand 

receives and right emits, and opposite for woman, start with the receiving fields.    (:35).   

The Right Hand Rule; take right hand curl fingers and the direction of the thumb is the 

direction of the MG Fields. "This make a counter clockwise flow of fields Positive. 

When you coil wire counter clockwise the fields go up. The opposite is Negative. You 

can also coil a single and double secondary wire around the main Nano wire. He placed 

them in pens. (:39).  Tested with 20 patients, result within 5 minutes.  (:42).  Keshe 

comes on, his pet uses the pad for help.  These wires will change health of man. He 

explains the wires, the double coils are very powerful, they take the bodies own fields 

and puts them back. Connect the double loops and treat the soul of man, have to 

remember the emotion of the man, when two souls are connected by "twinity" , both MG 

fields, the center wire directs the flows. (:49).  In the first wire the twist on the end is 

exactly like Alex feed back fields. Treats the soul. How much do you want to change, 

because psychologically you want to get attention through the pain. The double coil wire 

is the love you want to get attention from. Physical pain from physical damage, can use 

the normal wire without coils.   (:56).  Can connect 2 coils 1 Clockwise and 1 CC, 

Magnetic and Gravity, then put on the side of a cup, adjust the fields, M takes out what 

you don't need and G puts in. These are "universal" magnets, by putting also at the 

bottom you cause the fields to cycle back into the water. Note: if you put Nano wires 

inside the cup of water, you go for structural repairs to body. The tightness and number of 

the windings count. There is a technique to create cups that are only M or G, one inside 

the other and you get conditions for physicality. You can put a straw in empty cup and 

breath from cup. (1:02).  In cases of Fibromyalgia and CVS, when people report it doesn't 

work, it means they haven't received confirmation from the emotional source of disease. 

They waited 3 months for physicality to repair, then use emotional cup, powerful. Drink 

half a cup in one go, when you breath in cup, hold close to you with hands. To create a 

society without pain. (1:10). Instead of a single wire can use a lamp wire which is like a 

mesh many small wires, creates a composite field. It's different when its multiple of 

fields. For skin problems, make a patch of coiled wires and put it wrap it in tape and put 

on skin. When you put more than one wire you create a plasmatic field, and the body 

interacts with the MG fields. They're making a shoe insert, it covers every point in body 

and takes what it needs. Making also a glove for hand points. (1:18). Taxi driver said he 

learns so much from Keshe. Israeli government ordered second round of assassination of 

Iranian Nuclear Physicists.  What was the true reason for the pain, then you can heal 

yourself.   (1:22).  For PROSTATE put the pain pad behind it between the legs. The pen 

or wires, and cover your back with pain pad or whatever you have, then the plasmatic 



fields go across. Prostate is an emotional disease, Keshe has prostate cancer for a long 

time, Because the pen sits in the middle whatever damage that was done to Hip and bone 

structure gets repaired also. The prostate takes the Ca from the hip. That is why you get 

bone cancer with prostate. For women it's the ovaries and uterus. When cancer spreads 

has an emotional reason, you want to finish your life. (1:29).  Goes over stomach cancer, 

a punch in stomach or tumor non-malignant, have to understand why you have disease. It 

rains the decision on the total physicality and because the emotion is stronger it over rules 

the physicality. When the emotional aura gets smaller it wants to show I am not happy 

and reduction of the system. It can reduce to heart and lungs and the rest in paralysis. 

When you take pharmaceuticals remember that someone without money died or suffered 

to bring you this medicine. How come you accept someone else's sacrifice and not give 

yourself. We are the clinical trials, we collectively work to bring our own survival. 

(1:37).  The new rings, this is the first time man has the tools of measurements of the 

plasma, you can control the MG field strength. It can be for flight, medicine, 

communication, etc. Put a pin in middle and change the field strengths. Keshe doesn't like 

to work on 13th, it means the end of a cycle, and new has to begin. This structure will be 

the keystone of Plasma. To stop in space you just balance the fields.  Keshe refused 

treatment for cancer, treatment only when there is a need. What are we receiving or 

giving to bring about balance. (1:43).  Whenever you make a cup don't think of it as a 

cup, but a point of reference of how you are adding MG fields to whatever is needed at 

the point of delivery in the body. You can't use the same cup for everyone, because you 

have to understand what is the emotional and physical need. Do we give it to the person 

or the partner with the emotion of the person, so the partner feels the pain they have 

caused. If you add the blood of the person to the cup, the other will feel the pain. You can 

carry the emotion and physicality in the cup and reproduce it in the space. Every day we 

only take from the spectrum of the Plasma what we need. (1:48).  Man developed  a way 

you can tell when Nano layer coated by color. Use torch to heat wire and in cold water. 

Cut wire first then Nano coat. Coat the Nano wire with a Gans and let it dry and it 

becomes a continuous power supply. You can also put Nano wire in container with Gans 

with wire sticking out to direct it, this way it doesn't depend on the environment.   (1:55).  

Warning to those who want to abuse technology to control man, we are controlling you. 

Tonight interview with Mike Harris. In China it's gotten hidden to benefit of the few. The 

gift is for benefit of humanity. Lot of people coming to KF but have clandestine 

activities. Soon Marco and Arman will take keshe's seat (break up signal). Eliya put her 

own mother on line to test needles. Meaning of MG, G is take what you need and M is 

push away what you don't need. (2:08).  In Iran they have specific stomach cancer related 

to Walnut that gets fungus. Around the world there are diseases we need to catalogue and 

heal. There are diseases due to different MG fields. Obesity is USA, the cups can help 

loss weight. To make cups, certain materials feed emotions or physicality. What is 

obesity? Do we get attention by being fat. Short people compensate by achievements. 

Feed the emotion through the physicality.   (2:15).  In USA use huge amounts Na. Salt 

enhances the sweet taste. Salt can't stay in Na content as a plasma, goes to O-Na-O-H, 

plasma water, you have to store it, this brings N-C-O-H (AA), the body creates sacks of 

Nano material to store the Na. When you go on diets you get rid of the water in the sack, 

and have not got rid of the Na. The minute you go back to normal, the water simply 

refills the sacks and fat again. The brain keeps the Na for emergencies. Na is most 



important for conversion of Gans in solid state from plasma water (O-Na-O-H). To get 

rid of Na, make a Gans to get rid of Na, or first rub finger on tongue, then in salt water 

and again rub tongue, taste salt for 20 secs in mouth,  then repeat, then rinse out all salt 

taste so nothing go down, you have told body huge amounts of salt are coming and it 

empties the Na in the sacks. Will loose 3 -5 kg every month in natural process, 1 time in 

morning and 1 at night. Then have to satisfy the emotion side, its happens when Carbon 

is available and Ca, That's how alcohol feeds the emotion tells its okay, also in chocolate 

the energy released through C and H in sugar. At lunch time you do the same thing but 

with Sugar, sugar is released in the blood to satisfy emotion, (salt released in Lymph). If 

you do it too much you get drunk cause the body releases the internal sugar. Do the sugar 

treatment every 2 days but salt everyday twice. Then your body finds its own weight to 

satisfy its emotion.  (2:30).  With Plasma there are no Guinea Pig. Understand the reason 

for the disease. (2:37). Mike Nasser nominated to teach, knows about making Gans of 

water. Cold caustic coated wires, etc. Keshe explains about Gans of water and loops the 

wire 8 times and can create clean water. he has created the MG field for water in the 

wires, fantastic. (2:45).  Keshe trying hard to keep the ethos. Now Sohel in China doesn't 

want to show the Keshe battery. When we see misconduct we inform the governments. 

The Health pen's are worth billions but give it away free. Talks about manufacturing of 

different products. (3:00).  Presentation by Emanuel of  Malta on the Pain Pad.  (3:13). 

Can be used for emotional balance, in a helmet. Working to overcome side effects of 

Chemotherapy.  (3:25). Plays tape about "thoughts program".  (3;32). Treaty with Iran to 

create 10 million jobs. Invite the cabinet of Israel to nuclear centers in Iran. (3:40).  

Mike's presentation, uses the Gans of water to create water.  Mike not there ... chatter 

until. (3:50).  Chakra Energy, Keshe says he doesn't understand it and needs an expert. 

(3:54). Mike comes on, human chakras have 8 centers, and Infinity Loop, working on 

new Table of Elements. plasma is like drops of food coloring into bowl of water, until 

you give it direction. (3:59). pictures of how the plasma light would flow if you could see 

it, the colliding of light releases energy.  How to twist wires to make Infinity Loop. When 

you twist to right, Counter-clockwise, the effect is the opposite,(CC rotation from 

plasma?), very important, 7 twists and completion is the 8th, replication of human body, 

frequency of 8, water becomes visible. Keshe asks him to make a video, he doesn't want 

to, collaborate with Malta. (4:05). He can replace all spinning reactors with these Infinity 

Loops, don't need Gans, but this is preferred. Hardwood ash and boil it becomes caustic. 

If you want water need the opposite, the opposite of anything is the "Nano" version. You 

need the Gans of water, create by spinning the container, wasn't Nano coated, it turned 

blue (this is the part doesn't work), then add that to the caustic. (4:09). How come you 

didn't see light? his drawings are of light traveling in Loop after Nano coated. He doesn't 

want people to know how much he knows. Keshe nominated as teacher.   Put Gans of 

water in caustic it turns Nano, then spray that on Infinity Loops, it will attract the 

opposite of water to it, you should see condensation on the loop and start dripping. This is 

the gift of light, become light workers.   (4:12).  Keshe, "Light is the conversion of the 

Universal Plasma and the Matter plasma". You see a light it's the point when the Plasma 

MG break down to become the matter state of the MG fields. Light is the point of 

conversion, it will give insight into how you create matter, the same as the sound barrier, 

or when you boil something it changes from solid to liquid. Light is that point in the 

environment, when the fields reduce to become Matter. That is why we add to the Mass 



of this planet, because the light continuously shines, and converts to Matter. Renon 

comes on says his sister has eye problems, but when he touches tip of Nano wire to his 

finger, she sees a white light connect to the skin and disperses, it's a friction of MG fields. 

(4:17).  When you burn wood, it is a Nano layer, he feels the fields from the Nano wood. 

In S. America they used ash to absorb energy. If you are ill you can lie in the ashes, it's a 

fully Nano coated material, the process of balancing the fields. Ashes have huge healing 

property, but don't cover body with it.      (4:20). 

Wrapping wire around plastic bottle, nano coat the plastic with the wire on it. If you put 

marijuana in caustic and spray it on bottle, cure cancer, cure all. Repeat. 7 turns and 

connect to end to get 8. Mike Nashif, peaceinyoursoul chat, photos.  The number of twist 

sets frequency, we see at 8 hertz. Put the herbs in caustic , let cool, spray bottle and let 

Nano grow, you have all the energy of plant at 100% light. (4:34). It becomes a 

permanent composite Nano layer, this is similar to painting the Gans on the Nano coated 

wires. (4:40). Asked to make a video of the water infinity loop (IL). Keshe, when you 

make IL you radiate M as much as you absorb G, it brings a balance, 8 loop connecting is 

like a double loop, means total stability, different sizes of loops you get different fields, 

the loops should be the same size, when you close the loop you stop the leakage out.  

(4:46).  A new mobile teaching unit to record teachers around the world who contribute 

to the teachings.  (4:51).  Grapheme Gans from graphite and a laser. Can grow nano in 

sunlight, different nano coatings have different colors. Drinking urine closes the loop.  

(4:57). Keshe, chakras, if you have problem in 4th chakra, cut into 5 and 3. Why you 

create water, in the fields in the body, the water has to come into position in the fields of 

man, why kidneys and bladder in position, you can make loops to absorb high 

concentrations of Ca, it's how plants absorb minerals. Mike talks about replacing the 

loops for the rotating reactors. (5:07). Can take the springs and form a pyramid of sizes, 

creates MG fields to connect them, creates a mass free Plasma in the structure, huge 

applications, getting to the point beyond the physical reactors, the cores unit to make a 

free plasma on their own. Add to knowledge, draw infinity loop, when you make smaller 

you go to the higher strength, it mirrors to lower half, Alex's Beads has turned the IL in 

on itself and why so powerful, in same way as 7 loops with the 8th connecting back to 

itself, it puts the G field inside the M field. This is how U systems hold their power. 

When you turn it in on itself the outer ring has to create a gap. It's not 8 but 10 which is 

most stable, like inert gases. (5:18).  Helium has actually 3 IL, H has 2IL.  Australian 

graphic artists can visualize these ideas. Mike says he can take the same caustic and get 

different strengths. The Table of Elements is actually infinite, just add 1 to it, whatever 

number you can add 1 to it.   (5:23). The center of the U is like a bullet in water, it's 

elongated still moving. The way all the Galaxy's fields are positioned is they look to the 

center of the U, we see Supernovas because at center there is always a G increase and not 

M, every SN creates a more concentrated core, the same with production of materials, 

you can make anything you like from 1 atom, with this loop you should be able to build 

any material from H. The mass is different from the Energy of mass, the E of M is same 

as U that's how they connect to each other. Mass as the strength of G field, understanding 

this you can travel from one U to another without much work. (5:28). Mike, can travel on 

light, gives a lecture, have to take care of your own soul, deal with your daughter, etc.  

 


